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AbstractÐWe present a method to automatically localize captions in JPEG

compressed images and the I-frames of MPEG compressed videos. Caption text

regions are segmented from background images using their distinguishing texture

characteristics. Unlike previously published methods which fully decompress the

video sequence before extracting the text regions, this method locates candidate

caption text regions directly in the DCT compressed domain using the intensity

variation information encoded in the DCT domain. Therefore, only a very small

amount of decoding is required. The proposed algorithm takes about 0:006 second

to process a 240� 350 image and achieves a recall rate of 99:17 percent while

falsely accepting about 1:87 percent nontext DCT blocks on a variety of MPEG

compressed videos containing more than 2; 300 I-frames.

Index TermsÐCaption extraction, text location, texture, compressed video,

segmentation, multimedia.
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1 INTRODUCTION

DIGITAL video now plays an important role in entertainment,
education, and other multimedia applications. With hundreds of
thousands of hours of archival videos, there is an urgent demand
for tools that will allow efficient browsing and retrieving of video
data [1], [20], [21]. In response to such needs, various video content
analysis techniques using one or a combination of image, audio,
and textual information present in video have been proposed to
parse, index, and abstract massive amounts of data [1], [3], [15],
[20]. Among these information sources, caption text present in the
video frames plays an important role in understanding the content
of a raw video sequence. For example, captions in news broadcasts
and documentaries usually annotate information on where, when,
and who of the reported events. More importantly, a sequence of
frames with caption text is often used to represent highlights in
documentaries. Also, captions are widely used to depict titles,
producers, actors, credits, and sometimes, the context of a story.
Furthermore, text and symbols that are presented at specific
locations in a video image can be used to identify the TV station
and program associated with the video. In summary, captions in
video frames provide highly condensed information about the
contents of the video and can be used for video skimming,
browsing, and retrieval in large video databases.

Although embedded text/captions provide important informa-

tion about the image, it is not an easy problem to reliably detect

and localize text/captions embedded in images. In a single frame,

the size of characters can change from very small to very big. The

font of text can be different. Text present in the same image can

have multiple colors. Text can occur in a very cluttered back-

ground. For video sequences, the text can be either still or moving

in an arbitrary direction. The same text may vary its size from

frame to frame, due to some special effects. The background can

also be moving/changing, independent of the text. Fig. 1 illustrates

some examples of video frames containing captions (Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b,

Fig. 1c, Fig. 1d, Fig. 1e, Fig. 1f, and Fig. 1g), where the text is

embedded in the video using video editing techniques, or scene

text (Fig. 1d, Fig. 1e, Fig. 1h, and Fig. 1i), where the text is part of

the environment and captured by the camera along with the rest of

the scene. The objective of our algorithm is to locate the caption

text, although it also works on some scene text as well.
A number of algorithms to extract caption texts from still

images and video have been published in recent years [2], [5], [7],

[9], [10], [13], [14], [17], [22]. These methods utilize the following

properties of text:

1. Characters are bounded in size;
2. a text line always contains a cluster of characters which are

aligned horizontally; and
3. text usually has a good contrast from the background.

Most of the published methods for text location can be

categorized as either component-based or texture-based. For compo-

nent-based text extraction methods, text regions are detected by

analyzing the geometrical arrangement of edges or homogeneous

color/grayscale components that belong to characters. For exam-

ple, Smith and Kanade [14] located text as horizontal rectangular

structures of clustered sharp edges. Zhong et al. [22] extracted text

as those connected components of monotonous color which follow

certain size constraints and horizontal alignment constraints. In a

similar manner, Lienhart and Stuber [9] identified text as

connected components which are of the same color, fall in some

specified size range, and have corresponding matching compo-

nents in consecutive video frames. Shim et al. [13] used chain-

codes to segment text components from video images and used

temporal information to refine the extraction based on the

assumption that captions stay static in a video sequence. Jain

and Yu [5] decomposed the video frames into subimages of

different colors and then examined if each subimage contained text

components that satisfy some prespecified heuristics.
It is generally agreed that text regions possess a special texture

because text usually consists of character components which

contrast the background and, at the same time, exhibit a periodic

horizontal intensity variation due to the horizontal alignment of

characters. In addition, character components form text lines with

approximately the same spacing between them [4], [6]. As a result,

text regions can be segmented using texture features. Jain and

Zhong [4], [6] have used the distinguishing texture present in text

to determine and separate text, graphics, and halftone image

regions in scanned grayscale document images. Zhong et al. [22]

further utilized the texture characteristics of text lines to extract

text in grayscale images with complex backgrounds. For each

pixel, the text energy is defined as the horizontal spatial variation

in a 1� n neighborhood window; a rectangular region of high

energy is identified as a text region. This texture-based method

was applied to a variety of still images with an acceptable

performance.
All the above text detection methods were applied on

uncompressed images, even though they are designed for digital

images and video. None of the previously published algorithms

utilized features present in the compressed domain to locate the

text directly in compressed images. However, digital video and

many still images are usually stored in compressed form for

efficient storage and transmission. For example, the MPEG video

compression standard applies DCT coding to reduce spatial

redundancies within a video frame (same as in the JPEG image

compression standard) and motion compensation to reduce

temporal redundancies between consecutive frames [8]. One has
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to first decompress these images and video in order to apply the

currently available text detection methods.
As compression techniques are becoming more efficient and

cost effective, an increasing proportion of images and video are

being stored in the compressed form. Therefore, there is an

emerging trend to extract features directly in the compressed

domain [11], [12], [19]. By manipulating features directly in the

compressed domains, we can save the resources (computation time

and storage) needed for decompressing video sequences. Another

reason, which is often ignored is that many compressed domain

features such as DCT coefficients and motion vectors in MPEG

video are actually very effective in several applications, including

text detection.
There has been very little effort to utilize compressed domain

features to localize text in videos. Yeo and Liu [18] proposed to

extract embedded captions in partially uncompressed MPEG

video, where reduced resolution video frames were reconstructed

from original MPEG sequences using either the DC components or

the DC components plus two AC components. Text regions in

these frames were then detected wherever a large interframe

difference was observed, indicating the appearance and disap-

pearance of the captions in video frames. However, this algorithm

was only able to detect some captions that abruptly appeared or

disappeared, assuming that changes resulting from other sources

can be ignored. Therefore, Yeo and Liu's method would not be able

to handle captions that gradually enter or disappear from the

frames. It is also vulnerable to fast moving objects in a video. As

the image resolution is reduced during compression by a factor of

64 (DC sequence only) or 16 (DC+2AC), a considerable amount of

information is lost, resulting in a lower accuracy of the method.

Gargi et al. [2] proposed to filter the video stream for the text-

appearance events using the number of Intracoded blocks in

P- or B-frames based on the assumption that when captions appear

and disappear, the corresponding blocks are usually Intracoded.

This approach, however, is vulnerable to abrupt scene change

and motion, so its application is limited to relatively static and

smooth video segments between shot changes. It was only

applied to the P- or B-frames and does not handle captions

that appear in the I-frames.
In this paper, we propose a texture-based caption text

localization method which operates directly in the DCT domain

for MPEG video or JPEG images. The DCT coefficients in JPEG

images [16] or MPEG video [8], which capture the directionality

and periodicity of local image blocks are used as texture measures

to identify text regions. Each unit block in the compressed images

is classified as either text or nontext based on local horizontal and

vertical intensity variations. In addition, postprocessing proce-

dures including morphological operations and connected compo-

nent analysis are performed to refine the detected text. This

algorithm is extremely fast due to the fact that: 1) it requires very

little decoding of the compressed image/video stream; and 2) the

refinement and postprocessing proceed on images of reduced

sizes. Our algorithm can be used as a prefilter for information

retrieval systems to quickly signal the potential image regions with

caption text and, thus, reduce the amount of data that needs to be

processed by more sophisticated but relatively slower algorithms

to extract ªOCR-readyº text components.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We describe the

details of the proposed method in Section 2, which includes texture

feature extraction from MPEG compressed domain and the

refinement of the text candidate blocks. The experimental results

and performance evaluation are presented in Section 3. Section 4

summarizes the paper and presents future work.
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Fig. 1. Examples of video frames with caption text or scene text.



2 PROPOSED METHOD

The MPEG compression scheme utilizes the spatial redundancy in
one frame and the temporal redundancy between successive
frames to achieve a low-bit rate compression. An MPEG
compressed video consists of a sequence of I-frames (Intracoded)
with a number of B- and P-frames in between. I-frames are
compressed using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of local blocks
to reduce spatial redundancy. B- and P-frames are introduced to
reduce temporal redundancies, where a P-frame is predicted from
the I- or P-frame immediately preceding it, and a B-frame is bi-
directionally interpolated using the two I- or P-frames before and
after it.

The proposed method operates on the I-frames of MPEG video
or JPEG images, using texture features captured by the DCT
coefficients of image blocks. It consists of two basic steps: Detection
of candidate caption regions in the DCT compressed domain and
the postprocessing to refine the potential text regions. The diagram
shown in Fig. 2 summarizes the major steps of the proposed
method.

2.1 Selecting Texture Features

Our approach is texture-based, which utilizes the fact that text
regions present a special kind of texture pattern that makes them
different from other image regions. Text regions possess a unique
texture: Each text region consists of text lines of the same
orientation with approximately the same spacings in between
and each text line consists of characters of approximately the same
size, placed next to each other.

We propose to use the DCT coefficients directly from
compressed images and video as texture features to localize text
regions. DCT compressed images encode a two-dimensional image
using the DCT coefficients fcuvg of an N �N (N is usually a power
of two) image region fIxy; 0 � x < N; 0 � y < Ng:

cuv � 1

N
KuKv

XNÿ1

x�0

XNÿ1

y�0

Ixy cos
�u�2x� 1�

2N
cos

�v�2y� 1�
2N

; �1�

where u and v denote the horizontal and vertical frequencies
(u; v � 0; 1; . . . ; N ÿ 1) and Kw � 1��

2
p ; �w 2 fu; vg�, for w � 0 and

Kw � 1, otherwise. The AC components (cuv; u 6� 0 or v 6� 0)
capture the spatial frequency (characterized by u and v) and
directionality (by tuning the u and v values) properties of the
N �N image block.

This approach is justified for the following reasons:

. The DCT coefficient values, which are computed based on
the 8� 8 spatial input, capture local image features.

. The values of DCT coefficients, which are amplitudes of
harmonic waves, denote the relative amount of various 2D
spatial frequencies contained in 8� 8 blocks. Therefore,
they can be used as measures of spatial periodicity and
directionality, when frequencies in the x and y dimensions
are properly tuned.

. The quantized DCT coefficients can be readily extracted
from a video stream and JPEG data. Although they are
quantized, the rank information is preserved and we can
use them to compute texture features without any
decoding procedure.

In summary, values of DCT coefficients in compressed domain
images capture the local periodicity and directionality features in
the spatial image domain. This is the basis of our text localization
approach.

To gain some insight into the DCT spectrum, Fig. 3a shows an
input image and Fig. 3b shows the absolute values of the DCT
coefficients directly extracted from the compressed domain of the
intensity image. Each subimage in Fig. 3b represents one DCT

channel of the input image. Each pixel in the subimage is the

energy in this channel for the corresponding DCT block of the

input image, where the magnitude is proportional to the bright-

ness of the pixel. The channels, from top to bottom, indicate

horizontal variations, with increasing frequencies; and from left to

right, indicate vertical variations, with increasing frequencies. In

particular, the subimage (channel) at the top left corner corre-

sponds to the DC component, which is the averaged and

subsampled version of the input image and the subimages on

the top row, from left to right, correspond to channels of zero

vertical frequency and increasing horizontal frequencies. This

figure shows that the top left channels, which represent the low

frequency components, contain most of the energy, while the high

frequency channels, which are located at the bottom right corner of

each subimage, are mostly blank. It also indicates that the channel

spectrums capture the directionality and coarseness of the spatial

image; for all the vertical edges in the input image, there is a

corresponding high frequency component in the horizontal

frequencies, and vice versa. Furthermore, diagonal variations are

captured by the channel energies around the diagonal line. This

example illustrates that the DCT domain features do characterize

the texture attributes of an image.
The proposed algorithm is based on the observation that a text

line which consists of characters should have a high response to

the horizontal harmonics because of the rapid changes in intensity

introduced by characters in a text line. At the same time, we expect

a text region to have a high response in vertical harmonics because

of the changes in intensity due to the spacing between different

text lines. In particular, we use the AC coefficients of the horizontal

harmonics (c0v; v > 0) to capture the horizontal intensity variations

caused by characters within a text line and the amplitude of the

vertical harmonics (cu0; u > 0) to capture the vertical intensity

variations caused by the spacings between text lines.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm for locating text in compressed video.



2.2 Processing in the Compressed Domain

To obtain candidate text regions using only the information in the

compressed domain, we perform the following operations. Note

that the operating units are the 8� 8 blocks in I-frames.

2.2.1 Detecting Blocks of High Horizontal Spatial Intensity

Variation

For each 8� 8 DCT block �i; j�, we compute the horizontal text

energy Ehor�i; j� by summing up the absolute amplitudes of the

horizontal harmonics c0v�i; j� of the block:

Ehor�i; j� �
X

v1�v�v2

jc0v�i; j�j; �2�

where v1 and v2 are parameters of the algorithm. They should be

selected based on the size of the characters to be located. We have

used v1 � 2 and v2 � 6 in our algorithm. These horizontal text

energy values are then thresholded to obtain the blocks of large

horizontal intensity variations. A block is a text candidate if its

horizontal text energy is above some threshold. We have used an

adaptive threshold value which is 1:45 times the average texture

energy of the corresponding DCT channel for all the blocks in the

image. This simple thresholding procedure identifies most of the

text blocks. But at the same time, it also picks up some nontext

blocks containing high vertical intensity variations. Furthermore,

depending on the spacings between characters or words, the

detected text candidate blocks may be detached or disconnected

due to wide spacing, low contrast, or large fonts. Therefore, results
using the simple thresholding tend to be noisy and need further
refinement and verification.

2.2.2 Refining Text Candidate Blocks Using Spatial

Constraints

The noise introduced in the previous stage is removed by applying
morphological operations to the thresholded image (with
8� 8 pixel block units, the image size is 1=8th of the original
image size in each dimension). Although nontext blocks may
respond high to horizontal harmonics, their occurrences are
generally random and they seldom merge collectively into rows
as text blocks do. We applied a closing operation followed by an
opening operation to the thresholded image to remove false
detections. Currently, we use a structured element of size 1� 3.
This particular size allows the text blocks to merge into horizontal
lines. This processing step basically removes most of the isolated
noisy blocks and merges the nearby detached text blocks into
coherent regions.

2.3 Segmentation of Potential Caption Text Regions

The resulting text candidate blocks are further analyzed to form
caption text regions. Based on the observation that characters are
arranged next to each other horizontally to form text lines and text
lines are arranged from top to bottom with a small gap between
them to form paragraphs, we segment the text blocks into
individual text regions. Disconnected blocks form separate text
regions. Moreover, a connected text region is divided into two
disconnected text regions at the row (text line) where the width of
the region is less than a fraction of the maximum width of text lines
in the text region. We have used a factor of 0:5 in our system.

2.3.1 Refining Text Candidate Regions

The segmented candidate text regions are further filtered using the
third property of text regions listed in Section 2.3: A text line that
contrasts the background should possess a large vertical intensity
variation at its top and bottom borders. As a result, a text region
contributes to local vertical harmonics. Therefore, we expect that
for a horizontal text line, there will be a corresponding row of
blocks with high vertical spectrum energy.

The vertical text energy Ever�i; j� for each block �i; j� is
calculated by summing up the absolute DCT coefficient values
cu0�i; j�

Ever�i; j� �
X

u1�u�u2

jcu0�i; j�j; �3�

where again, u1 and u2 are the parameters. We have used u1 � 1

and u2 � 6 in our system. The average vertical text energy ERver�i�
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Fig. 3. Feature extraction from DCT coefficients for text location. (a) 250 x 384

imput image and (b) DCT features from the intensity image.

Fig. 4. The text in the image presents no local texture.



for row i in a detected candidate text region R is computed as

follows:

ERver�i� �
X

j:�i;j�2R
Ever�i; j�=

X
j:�i;j�2R

1: �4�

If a candidate region does not contain a row with high average

vertical text energy, it is discarded as a nontext region.

2.4 Discussion

The proposed caption localization method to extract text from

compressed images utilizes the unique texture and geometrical

arrangements presented in a text line/block which is captured by

DCT coefficients. It is relatively robust to the font of the text and

the image resolution. It is also relatively insensitive to the

background complexity and presence of moving objects. However,

since this algorithm uses local texture measure in DCT blocks, it is

vulnerable to the size of characters and the spacing between them.

If the characters are very big or sparsely spaced such that very little

image texture is present, the approach will not work properly (e.g.,

see Fig. 4). However, for the commonly used caption sizes in video,

the proposed method works well.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we have
tested it on a number of MPEG video clips, including TV programs
(news broadcasts, advertisements), home videos, and movie clips.
The ªTriumph of the nerdsº video (471MB), a documentary on the
successful high tech companies and their founders, contains
various embedded captions and credits. We also used 1) a CNN
video clip (3897 total frames, 268 I-frames), which covered a
variety of events including outdoor and newsroom news pro-
grams, and weather forecast and 2) 6 video clips that were used in
[9] (267 I-frames total), which included home video, movie clips,
and commercial advertisements.

When evaluated on the 2; 360 I-frames from 8 different video
sequences, the proposed method achieved a false reject rate of
0.83 percent among all the caption text present in the test videos,
and falsely accepted 1.58 percent of the DCT blocks which is not
text (as shown in Table 1.). The major reasons for the false rejects
are: 1) The font size of characters or the gap between the characters
in the text is too big such that there is no strong texture present in a
MPEG block and 2) the contrast between the background and the
text is too weak so that the text energy is not sufficiently high. The
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TABLE 1
System Performance Results

Fig. 5. Illustration of intermediate results for caption extraction for the image in Fig. 1a: (a) DCT blocks with high horizontal intensity variation Ehor; (b) merged regions

after applying morphological operations to the blocks with high horizontal text energy; (c) potential caption regions after the region-based horizontal/vertical text energy

test; (d) dilating the previous result by one block.



false positive detection is mostly caused by nontext regions with

multiple vertical structures whose spatial arrangements resemble

that of text regions.
The processing speed of the proposed method is very fast since

it does not require a fully decompressed MPEG video. The DCT

information which is used is readily available from the video

stream. Furthermore, the processing unit for the algorithm is a

DCT block. So, once the feature vectors are extracted for each

block, the segmentation and refinement processes operate on an

image which is 1=8th of the original image size in each dimension

when 8� 8 DCT blocks are used. Currently, it takes about 0:006 to

0:009 second on a Sun Sparc workstation for each I-frame (with a

size in the range of 240� 350 to 288� 384). Therefore, our

algorithm can be used to filter out text captions in MPEG videos

in realtime.
Fig. 5 illustrates various intermediate processing steps for the

image in Fig. 1a. Fig. 5a, Fig. 5b, Fig. 5c, and Fig. 5d, show the DCT

blocks with high horizontal text energy Ehor (2), refined blocks

after applying morphological operations, potential caption regions
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Fig. 6. Caption extraction results for the image in Fig. 1b, Fig. 1c, Fig. 1d, Fig. 1e, Fig. 1f, Fig. 1g, Fig. 1h, Fig. 1i (results shown are dilated by one DCT block).

Fig. 7. Results of caption extraction on a video sequence with text moving upward in a static background. (a) input sequence; (b) computed potential caption text regions

(results shown are dilated by one DCT block).



after the vertical text energy ERver (4) test and recovered candidate

regions by dilating the previous results by one block, respectively.

Fig. 6 illustrates the results of text location for the images in

Fig. 1b, Fig. 1c, Fig. 1d, Fig. 1e, Fig. 1f, Fig. 1g, Fig. 1h, Fig. 1i.

Fig. 6a, Fig. 6b, Fig. 6c, and Fig. 6d show correctly localized caption

text. The half-emerging captions for a map in Fig. 1d are correctly

located. The scene text in Fig. 6d, Fig. 6g, and Fig. 6h are also

detected. Fig. 6e and Fig. 6f illustrate some occurances of falsely

detected text. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show caption extraction results on

three sequences with moving captions. Fig. 7 shows the results on

a sequence with text moving upwards in a complicated static

background. Fig. 8 shows the results on a sequence with text

moving upwards in a changing background.

4 SUMMARY

We have proposed a filter to detect text regions that directly

operates in the DCT domain of JPEG images and MPEG video

sequences. It utilizes the unique texture characteristics of the text

and locates the caption text as regions of high horizontal intensity

variations. The texture features are extracted directly from the DCT
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Fig. 8. Results of caption extraction on a video sequence with text moving upward in a changing background (results shown are dilated by one DCT block).

Fig. 9. Detection of a caption event. (a) Input sequence and (b) computed potential caption text regions (results shown are dilated by one DCT block).



domain using the quantized DCT coefficients, which capture the

local frequency information. Although our algorithm has been

implemented for DCT compressed domain, we believe that it can

be modified to work in other transform-based compressed

domains, including wavelets and subband compressed videos,

because of the fact that the transformed data capture the spatial

frequency and orientation which correspond to texture features.

The proposed algorithm is very fast due to the fact that the

texture features are readily available in the compressed domain

and all the postprocessing/refinements are performed in reduced-

resolution images. As shown in the performance evaluation data,

although the DCT information is effective in detecting the presence

of caption regions (more than 99 percent of the presented caption

text is localized), there is still a significant percentage (1.58 percent)

of noncaption areas that are falsely accepted. The texture-based

method, based on local intensity statistics, alone may not be

adequate to discriminate between text components and

noncharacter regions with spatial variations similar to text regions.

However, we believe that the high recall rate of our algorithm

together with its fast speed makes it a promising prefilter for

information retrieval systems where there is a need to quickly filter

the video stream to obtain a very small portion of data which

contains all the caption text information. This small set of potential

text containing area can then be reconstructed and examined using

a more elaborate and sophisticated approach such as component-

based analysis to extract OCR-ready text components.

Future works on this topic include the following:

1. Currently, we only use the intensity information to locate

the text; color information is not utilized. Since captions

could have a large color contrast from their background,

while the intensity contrast could be small, the use of color

information can improve the performance of the proposed

method. We may be able to apply the same algorithm to

the compressed domains of the two color frames (Cr and

Cb) to extract text with high color contrast.
2. The texture features are currently being extracted from

local 8� 8 blocks which capture image texture at a

relatively fine scale. In order to segment text with a larger

font size, we need to investigate a combination of

neighboring DCT blocks to compute texture features at a

larger scale.
3. The algorithm has been developed for DCT compressed

domain and has been applied only to I-frames of the

MPEG videos which are DCT compressed. In general, the

detection in the I-frames should be sufficient since the

duration of a text caption in a sequence is usually longer

than the time interval between two I-frames. However,

there may be a need to extend the algorithm to extract text

from B-frames and P-frames in MPEG videos, to capture

text which appears for a very short duration. This

extension can be achieved by tracking the text blocks

detected in I-frames in P- and B-frames.
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